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THE CESÀRO OPERATOR IS BOUNDED ON Hx

ARISTOMENIS G. SISKAKIS

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to give a direct proof that the Cesàro

operator is bounded on the Hardy space H  .

1. Introduction

On the Hardy spaces Hp of the unit disc, the Cesàro operator is

«=o V k=o    )

where f(z) = Y^=0akz is in Hp . It is known that "W is bounded on 77^ for

1 < p < oo. For 1 < p < oo this can be obtained by using the Hardy result

[1] concerning trigonometric series and M. Riesz's theorem, but this proof does

not cover the case p - 1 . The boundedness of W on 77 ' was obtained as a

byproduct in [3], where, for the purpose of finding the norm of W on Hp , a

related strongly continuous semigroup of weighted composition operators was

studied. The purpose of this note is to give a direct proof of the boundedness

of ^ on 77 , avoiding the semigroups.

We use the usual notation M (r, f) for the integral means on \z\ — r of an

analytic /, and will make use of the following Hardy-Littlewood result which

we state as a lemma.

Lemma [2, p. 412]. If fe Hx and q > 1 then

J  Mq(r,f)(\-r)-Xlqdr<k\\f\\x

and the constant k depends only on q .
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2. The proof

A computation shows that (1) can be written

&(f)(z) = lJ2f(QTL^dt

dt.im)T±„

For 0 < r < 1 and f e H , we have
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where Holder's inequality was used in the third step and P(r, 6) is the Poisson

kernel. Since (\/2n) f2/nP(r, 6)dd = 1, the last integral is dominated by

/  M2(rt,f)(l-r2t2)-X/2dt< f M2(t,f)(\-t)-XI2dt<k\\f\\x,
Jo Jo

by applying the Lemma with q = 2 in the last step. This finishes the proof.

It is interesting to see, upon close examination of the argument, that the

proof cannot be adapted for other values 0 < p < I or 1 < p < oo .
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